
 

EGG BAG BLACK by Bacon Magic

Egg Bag is a really great trick. Good tools are essential things, a good egg bag
will make your performance even better. This seemingly ordinary bag actually
contains a lot of design details, if you want to make a good egg bag, you need to
consider many factors such as cloth, stitching, size, gimmick and so on. Now,
after five years, a new remake of the Bacon Egg Bag is officially released!

Cloth:

The cloth of Bacon Egg Bag is carefully selected from more than ten kinds of
samples, soft feel, fine weave, wear-resisting and durable. It ensures that the
fabric has enough drape and great texture while minimizing the degree of
reflection as much as possible (too much gloss will reflect the outline of the egg
in the bag). In addition, the cloth we choose also has excellent wrinkle resistance,
even if it is kneaded into a ball can also be quickly restored flat, not easy to
produce wrinkles.

Workmanship:

Bacon Egg Bag has exquisite workmanship, precise cutting, neat sewing line.
There are three layers of cloth on the side of the gimmick. In order to balance the
two sides of the bag, the other side of the bag is also sewn by three layers of
cloth. That is to say, this light and supple bag is actually sewn by a full 6 layers of
cloth.

Size:

The size of Bacon Egg Bag is 18cm x 21cm, it is just right and can be used to
easily perform all kinds of tricks.

Gimmick details:

Other types of egg bags on the market are basically made of single-layer cloth,
these egg bags are easy to be folded a few millimeters at the edge of the
gimmick, which leads to the edge of the gimmick with a thick "edge". When the
audience reaches into the bag, they are likely to feel the presence of this strange
edge directly, and even see the shape of the edge from the outside of the bag.
But on the Bacon Egg Bag, the edge of the gimmick adopts invisible stitching
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technology, the edge of the gimmick is smooth and non-mark, and it is flat and
attached to the outer cloth.

Identification mark:

Bacon Egg Bag adds a circle of imperceptible "decorative" stitches in the corner
with the gimmick side. You can easily identify the position of the gimmick by
"looking" or "touching". You don't have to worry about forgetting which side the
gimmick is in halfway through the performance.

Teaching:

Bacon Egg Bag comes with online video teaching to help you quickly master
Egg Bag skills and have your own egg bag routine.

In order to facilitate everyone's practice, each set of Bacon Egg Bag is
presented with a very realistic wooden imitation egg.
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